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1. Introduction.
At present, the world population is growing, people tend to move from
low-income places to better-paid and better-off places.
Along with the development of science and technology today. The
faster the life, the faster the demand for anonymity. The quicker it gets, the
better rapid payments will be the current and future trend of the world, with
the development of Bitcoin and Etherum, it is perfectly legitimate to encode
real money into virtual currency for human consumption.
Kamen Token (KNT) is based on the Etherum platform. KNT is also a
technical standard used for smart contracts on Ethereum Blockchain when it
comes to Token.
KNT will replace human cash in the future. As it will be widely used in
life, accompanied by the services that KNT present, such as the payment of
food, transportation by public bus, taxi, airplane, train underground, ship, ...
Instead of spending time in cash payments, it takes time or even
human error. KNT will solve those problems by helping people to perform
faster and more accurately to 99.99%.
Trends will change the use of KNT to be developed in the future.
People will not depend on everything just a smart phone and KNT money will
help people in their daily lives. We will develop everything for the purpose of
human life development.
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2. What is a Kamen Token?
KamenToken is a virtual currency that is equal to the price of a visa outside of
human life. People can use it to replace cash. Pay for a meal at a luxury restaurant,
or pay for a subway ride…

3. The purpose of KNT?
The purpose is to serve human life more accurate and perfect. The quick
payment on security is great in KNT.

4. Why use KNT?
The pace of life is growing, and the infrastructure is changing. People must
change quickly to keep pace with modern trends. When technology 4.0 has
developed fast and accurate payment is also more human attention.
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5. Roadmap

• December 15, 2018
- Write ERC20 Smart contract code.

• April 2019
- Create a wallet on the website.

• December 20, 2018
- Start ICO.
- Start Airdrop.
• February 2019: List on Exchange
- Hotbit.
- Latoken.
- HitBTC.
- Bitmart.
- Fatbtc.

• May 2019
- KamenWallet for IOS and Androi.
• June 2019
- Launches first MVP on iOS and
Androi ver 1.0
• July 2019
- Marketing Asia.
• February 2020
- Global marketing.
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6. Market potential.
KNT will replace human cash in the future. As it will be widely used
in life, accompanied by the services that KNT present, such as the
payment of food, transportation by public bus, taxi, airplane, train
underground, ship, ...
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7. How to develop KNT?
The quick payment will be by scanning the smart devices, we will treat
them in a whole new way and it will be great when it gets better and there are no
errors in the system.

8.

What are the benefits of using KNT?

KNT exchanges will be created to allow users to easily, efficiently and
securely exchange currencies into electronic money (or vice versa) and these
transactions will be made via KNT. The modern payment ecosystem also allows
for everything through mobile phones. It's easy to solve things.
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9. Fund &Token Allocation.
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10. Token Metrics.

➢ Smart Contract: 0xFE8E3616bADd8d158a48AF07a941883c4513893d

➢ Token name: KamenToken ( KNT )

➢ Softcap: 555 ETH.
➢ Hardcap: 1400 ETH.

➢ Min Purchase: 0.01 ETH = 50.000 KNT.
➢ Decimals:18.

➢ Total supply: 10.000.000.000 KNT.
➢ Current price: 1 ETH = 5.000.000 KNT.

➢ Bonus: 10ETH + bonus 20%, 5ETH + bonus 10%, 1ETH + bouns 2%.
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11. Team.

Adeline Berit

Marin Axelle

FOUNDER

CO-FOUNDER – CEO

Tom Hardison
IT MANAGER

Boniface Venn
WEB DEVELOPMENT

Michael Chen
MARKETING MANAGER

AdelineFlorenKT
WEB DEVELOPMENT
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